Abstract. In this article, we study (simultaneous) non-vanishing, (simultaneous) sign changes of Fourier coefficients of (two) Hilbert cusp forms, respectively.
Introduction
The problem of non-vanishing and sign changes of the Fourier coefficients of modular forms over a number field is an active area of research in number theory. For modular forms over Q, there had been extensive study of these problems by several mathematicians (cf. [Mur83] , [KM14] , [GKR15] ). For modular forms over totally real number fields, a similar study has been initiated recently in [MT14] , [KK] .
In §2, we shall recall the definition of Hilbert modular forms, their Fourier coefficients, and we will introduce some notations.
In §3, we shall study the simultaneous non-vanishing of Fourier coefficients of distinct primitive forms at powers of prime ideals (cf. Theorem 3.3 in the text). In [GKP] , the authors proved that if f and g are two Hecke eigenforms of integral weights with a f (n), a g (n) ∈ R, respectively, then for all but finitely many primes p, the set {m ∈ N | a f (p m )a g (p m ) = 0} has positive density. In [KK, Theorem 3 .1], the authors extended this result to Hilbert primitive forms over K, by showing that the set in (3.4) has positive density. In this article, we improve this result by showing that this density is at least 1 2 , when [K : Q] is odd. In fact, we will show that the density can either be only In §4, we shall study the sign change results for Fourier coefficients of primitive forms over K at powers of prime ideals, where [K : Q] is odd. In Proposition 4.1, for almost all prime ideals p, we show that the Fourier coefficients at p r (r ∈ N) change signs infinitely often. In Theorem 4.4, we show that a similar result hold by fixing an exponent and varying over prime ideals.
Let a f (n), a g (n) ∈ R be the Fourier coefficients of two non-zero cusp forms f, g, respectively, of same level but different weights. In [GKR15, Theorem 1], the authors showed that if a f (1)a g (1) = 0, then a f (n)a g (n)(n ∈ N) change signs infinitely many often. In [KK, Theorem 3 .1], the authors extend this result to Hilbert modular forms. In this article, we have improved the conditions of theorem in loc. cit., so that it can be applied to a broader class of modular forms.
Preliminaries
Let F be a totally real number field and let O F denote the integral closure of Z inside F . In this section, we shall recall the basic definition of Hilbert modular forms over F and it's Fourier coefficients for all integral ideals m ⊆ O F (for more details, see [Gar90] , [Fre90] ).
Let k = (k 1 , . . . , k n ) ∈ N n . For a non-archimedean place p of F , let F p denote the completion of F at p. Let D F denote the absolute different of F . Let a and b be integral ideals of F , and define a subgroup K p (a, b) of GL 2 (F p ) as
where the subscript p means the p-parts of given ideals. Furthermore, we put
In particular, if a = O F , then we simply write
, etc. Then, we have the following disjoint decomposition of GL 2 (A F ):
where
taken to be a complete set of representatives of the narrow class group of F . We note that such t ν can be chosen so that the infinity part t ν,∞ is 1 for all ν. For each ν, we also put
Let ψ be a Hecke character of A × F whose conductor divides b and ψ ∞ is of the form
with µ ∈ R n and n j=1 µ j = 0. We let M k (Γ ν (b), ψ b , µ) denote the space of all functions f ν that are holomorphic on h n and at cusps, satisfying
We note that such a function f ν has a Fourier expansion
where ξ runs over all the totally positive elements in t 
for each ν, and define f to be a function on GL 2 (A F ) as
where γx 
Furthermore, the space consisting of all
Let m be an integral ideal of F and write m = ξt −1
ν O F with a totally positive element ξ in F . Then, we define the Fourier coefficients of f as
where k 0 = max{k 1 , . . . , k n }. Throughout this article, by a primitive form f over F of level b, with character χ and weight k, we mean f is a normalized Hilbert Hecke eigenform in S new k (b, χ) (cf. for the theory of new forms, please refer to [Shi78] ). We let F (resp., K) to denote a totally real number field (resp., of odd degree). Let P (resp., P) denote the set of all prime ideals of O F (resp., odd inertia degree). We shall use the same notations P (resp., P) for prime ideals (resp., odd inertia degree) of O K as well and it shall be clear from the context.
Observe that, by ramification theory, for any prime p ∈ Z, there exists a prime ideal p ⊆ O K over p with odd inertia degree. Furthermore, if K is Galois, then every prime ideal of O K has odd inertia degree.
2.1. Sato-Tate equi-distribution theorem. In this section, we shall state the Sato-Tate equi-distribution theorem for non-CM primitive forms f (cf. [KKT18, Theorem 3.3] which is a re-formulation of [BGG11, Corollary 7.17] for f) in a way that shall be useful in our context. Let f be a primitive form over F of level c, with trivial character and weight 2k.
. By Deligne's bound for f, for any
. Hence, we can write
. Now, we shall recall the Sato-Tate equi-distribution theorem of Barnet-Lamb, Gee, and Geraghty ([BGG11, Corollary 7.17]).
Theorem 2.1. Let f be a non-CM primitive form over F of level c, with trivial character and weight 2k.
In other words, for any sub-interval I ⊆ [0, π], we have
i.e., the natural density of
Non-vanishing of Fourier coefficients at prime powers
In this section, we shall prove a result concerning the simultaneous non-vanishing of Fourier coefficients of primitive forms at prime powers. Before proving this result, we prove an important proposition, which a generalization of [KRW07, Lemma 2.2] or [MM07, Lemma 2.5] to K.
Proposition 3.1. Let f be a primitive form over K of level c, with character χ and weight 2k.Then there exists an integer M f ≥ 1 with N(c) | M f such that for any prime p ∤ M f and for any prime ideal p ∈ P over p, we have either
Proof. Let p be a prime number such that p ∤ N(c). Let p ∈ P be a prime ideal of O K over p and p ∤ c. If C(p, f) = 0, then there is nothing prove. If C(p, f) = 0, then we need to show that C(p r , f) = 0 for all r ≥ 2, except for finitely many prime ideals p ∈ P.
Suppose that C(p, f) = 0 but C(p r , f) = 0 for some r ≥ 2. Since f is a primitive form, then by Hecke relations, we have
These relations can be re-interpreted as
By comparing the coefficients, we get that
which cannot happen for any r ≥ 2. So, α(p) cannot be equal to β(p). Then by induction, for any r ≥ 2, we have the following
In this case, we have
which implies that the ratio
is a root of unity. Since C(p, f) = 0, we get that α(p) = ζβ(p) where ζ is a root of unity and ζ = −1 . By the product relation, we get that α(p)
, where Q(f) is the field generated by {C(m, f)} m⊆O K and by the values of the character χ. Since p ∈ P, N(p) = p f , where f ∈ N odd. Hence, we have
Since 2k 0 − 1, f are odd, we have that
By [Shi78, Proposition 2.8], the field Q(f) is a number field. Hence, the number of such primes p are finite. Take M f to be the product of all such primes p and N(c).
Thus, for any prime p ∤ M f and for any prime ideal p ∈ P over p, we have either
Observe that, the above proposition holds only for primes of P. This is because for primes of P \ P, in the above proof, (3.2) does not imply (3.3). In this case, we may not be able to say that the number of such primes are finite. However, if K is Galois over Q, then the above proposition can be re-stated as:
Now, we are in a position to state our main result of this section, which improves the result [KK, Theorem 3.2].
Theorem 3.3. Let f and g be two primitive forms over K and of levels c 1 , c 2 , with characters χ 1 and χ 2 and weights 2k, 2l, respectively. For any prime p ∤ M f M g , for any prime ideal p ∈ P over p, the set
contains 2N, where M f and M g are as in Lemma 3.1 for f, g, respectively. Moreover, the natural density of the set A p is either 1 2 or 1.
Proof. For any prime p ∤ M f M g , let p ∈ P be a prime ideal over p. If C(p, f)C(p, g) = 0, then by Lemma 3.1, we have that
In this case, the natural density of A p is 1. Suppose at least one of C(p, f) or C(p, g) is zero, say C(p, f) = 0. By the Hecke relations for the primitive form f
where χ 1 (p) = 0, since p ∤ c 1 . Hence, we see that the vanishing or non-vanishing of C(p m , f) depends only on m (mod 2). Therefore, C(p 2m+1 , f) = 0 (resp., C(p 2m , f) = 0) as C(p, f) = 0 (resp., C(p 2 , f) = 0) for all m ≥ 1. Hence, we have that
Arguing similarly for the primitive form g, we see that the set {m ∈ N|C(p m , g) = 0} is either N or 2N depends on whether C(p, g) = 0 or C(p, g) = 0, respectively. So any of these cases, we get that
In this case, the natural density of A p is 1 2
. This proves the Theorem.
In the view of above theorem, it is a natural question to ask is given a p ∈ P, how often the density of A p is 1? The following proposition settles this question.
Proposition 3.4. Let f and g be same as in Theorem 3.3. If f, g are non-CM eigenforms, then there exists a set S ⊆ P with natural density is 0 such that
for all prime ideals p ∈ P outside of S.
Proof. Define the set S ′ = {p ∈ P | C(p, f)C(p, g) = 0}. Clearly, we have
By Theorem 2.1, the natural density of {p ∈ P | C(p, f) = 0} is 0 and hence the natural density of {p ∈ P | C(p, f) = 0} is 0. Similarly, for the eigenform g as well. Hence, the natural density of S ′ is 0. Therefore, the natural density of the set
. For any p ∈ S, by Lemma 3.1, we have
We remark that, in the above result, if we assume K is Galois, then (3.6) holds for density 1 set of primes in P (because, in this case P = P).
Sign changes of Hilbert modular forms
In this section, we shall study the sign change results for the Fourier coefficients of primitive forms, and later we study the simultaneous sign changes for the Fourier coefficients of two non-zero Hilbert modular forms of different integral weights.
Sign changes. In [MT14, Theorem 1.1], the authors show that a non-zero
Hilbert cusp form with real Fourier coefficients change signs infinitely often. In the next proposition, for primitive forms, we show that for almost all the primes p ∈ P, the Fourier coefficients {C(p r , f)} r∈N change signs infinitely often.
Proposition 4.1. Let f be a primitive form over K of level c, trivial character and weight 2k. Then, for all but finitely many p ∈ P, the Fourier coefficients {C(p r , f)} r∈N change signs infinitely often.
Proof. Let p ∈ P be a prime ideal such that C(p r , f) ≥ 0 for all r ≫ 0 (a similar argument holds in the other case as well). Since f is primitive, by Hecke relations, we have
These Hecke relations can be re-interpreted as
(4.1)
Comparing the coefficients we have
For s ∈ C, replacing X by N(p) −s in (4.2), we get that
The above Dirichlet series converges for Re(s) ≫ 0 and the coefficients are nonnegative except for finitely many terms. By Landau's theorem for Dirichlet series with non-negative terms, we get the series (4.4) is either converges everywhere or it has a singularity at the real point of its abscissa of convergence. The series has a pole at s ∈ C for which N(p) s = α(p) or N(p) s = β(p) holds, hence the first case is not possible. Then the only possibility is that the series has a singularity at the real point of its abscissa of convergence. In particular, one of (and hence both of) α(p) or β(p) must be real. Hence, we get that C(p, f) 2 ≥ 4N(p) 2k 0 −1 . However, by Deligne's bound for f, we have
Therefore,
Since p ∈ P, by (4.6), we get √ p ∈ Q(f), which can only happen for finitely many primes p. This proves the lemma.
In [KM14] , Kohnen and Martin remarked that the sign change results for the Fourier coefficients can also be proved by using sign changes of sin(θ). We elaborate this remark and reprove the above result. For this, we need to recall the following lemma (cf. by [KK, Proposition 5 .1] for a proof).
Lemma 4.2. Let f be a primitive form over F of level c, with trivial character and weight 2k. For any prime ideal p ∤ cD F , let θ p (f) ∈ [0, π] be defined as in (2.3). Then, for any m ≥ 1, we have
(4.7)
Now, we shall give another proof of Proposition 4.1.
∈ Q(f), which can happen only for finitely many p ∈ P. So, without loss of generality, we can assume that 0 < θ p (f) < π, hence sin(θ p (f)) > 0. By (4.7), we have
. For any j ∈ N, the lengths of the intervals (
) and ( ) and m j + 1 ∈ (
). Therefore, we have sin((n j + 1)θ p (f)) > 0 and sin((m j + 1)θ p (f)) < 0. This completes the proof.
In the above proposition, for a prime p ∈ P, we have studied the sign changes for {C(p r , f)} r∈N . Now, for a fixed r ∈ N, we are interested in studying the sign changes for {C(p r , f)} p∈P . For primitive forms over Q, this question has been studied in [MKV18, Theorem 1.1]. In fact, they have computed the natural densities of these sets depending on r is even or odd. In this next theorem, we shall show that a similar result holds for primitive forms over F , essentially by following the same approach. So, we shall state the theorem and sketch a proof of it. To state it, we shall need the notion of natural density for a subset of prime ideals.
Definition 4.3. Let F be a number field and S ⊆ P be a subset of prime ideals of O F . The natural density of S defined as
if the limit exists.
Theorem 4.4. Let f be a non-CM primitive form over F of level c, with trivial character and weight 2k. For any m ≥ 1, we define
(1) If m ≡ 1 (mod 2), then
, and
In particular, then for any m ∈ N, the sequence {C(p m , f)} p∈P changes sign infinitely often.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, the natural density of T = {p ∈ P | θ p (f) = 0, π} ∪ {p ∈ P | p | cD F } is zero. By (4.7), we have the following equality Again by Theorem 2.1, we see that the natural density of {p ∈ P | p ∤ cD F , C(p m , f) = 0} is 0, hence we have
In the case of m ≡ 1 (mod 2), a similar calculation in loc.cit. works as well.
4.2. Simultaneous sign changes. In [KK, Theorem 3 .1], the authors proved that, if C(O F , f)C(O F , g) = 0, then there exists infinitely many integral ideals such that the product of the Fourier coefficients of f and g is positive (resp., negative). Now, we shall state the main theorem this section. Remark 4.6. In the above theorem, the condition of simultaneous non-vanishing of Fourier coefficients is required only to ensure that the L-function in (4.10) is non-zero, otherwise there is no other reason for this assumption.
The main idea in the proof of Theorem 4.5 comes from [KM18, Theorem 1.5], which mainly uses the following theorem of Pribitkin [Pri08] .
Theorem 4.7. Let F (s) = ∞ n=1 a n e −sλn be a non-trivial general Dirichlet series which converges somewhere, where the sequence {a n } ∞ n=1 is complex and the exponent sequence {λ n } ∞ n=1 is real and strictly increasing to ∞. If the function F is holomorphic on the whole real line and has infinitely many real zeros, then there exist infinitely many n ∈ N such that a n > 0 (resp., a n < 0). Suppose f 1 and g 1 are Hilbert modular cusp forms obtained from f and g respectively, by applying the Proposition 4.9 to f and g with the ideal n. Clearly, f 1 and g 1 are also Hilbert cusp forms of level k and l respectively, and of level c 1 = q 2 c. For s ∈ C with Re(s) ≫ 1, the Rankin-Selberg L-function of f 1 and g 1 is defined by
is a non-zero function since there exists m with (m, n) = 1 such that C(m, f)C(m, g) = 0, by hypothesis. For Re(s) ≫ 1, we set 
where a n (c 1 ) is the number of integral ideals of norm n that are co-prime to c 1 . Hence, we can write
Now, we can re-write
Define, for any j, k ′ j := k 0 − k j , and similarly, define l ′ j . Now, look at the complete L-function, defined by the product
can be continued to a holomorphic function on the whole plane, since the weights are different (cf. [Shi78, Proposition 4.13]). As the Γ-function is extended by analytic continuation to all complex numbers except the non-positive integers, where the function has simple poles, we get that that function L f 1 ,g 1 (s) is also entire and has infinitely many real zeros because the Γ-factors have poles at non-positive integers. By Landau's Theorem for Dirichlet series with non-negative coefficients, it follows that the Dirichlet series L f 1 ,g 1 (s) converges everywhere. By Theorem 4.7, there exist infinitely many m ∈ N such that b In the following proposition, we compute the natural density of n ∈ N such that the product C(p n , f)C(p n , g) have the same sign (resp., opposite sign). For primitive forms over Q, this a result due to Amri (cf. [Amr18, Theorem 1.1]).
Proposition 4.10. Let f, g be two distinct non-CM primitive forms over F of levels c 1 , c 2 , with trivial characters, and weights 2k, 2l, respectively. For any prime ideal p ∈ P with p ∤ c 1 c 2 D F , let θ p (f), θ p (g) ∈ [0, π] be defined as in (2.3). Then, for a natural density 1 set of primes p ∈ P, the linear independence of 1,
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, the natural density p ∈ P such that θ p (f), θ p (g) ∈ {0, π} is zero. Let p ∈ P be a prime ideal such that θ p (f), θ p (g) ∈ (0, π). If 1,
are linearly independent over Q, the sequence {(n θp(f ) 2π
, n θp(g) 2π
)} n∈N is uniformly distributed (mod 1) in R 2 (cf. [KN74, Theorem 6.3]). Now, the rest of the proof is similar to that of [Amr18, Theorem 1.1].
In the above result, instead of F , if we work over K, then one can show the same result holds for all but finitely many primes p ∈ P, instead of density 1 set of primes p ∈ P. In this case, we can even drop the assumption on f, g being non-CM.
